




There is no exquisite style, nor delicate line, 
nor beautiful color; in fact what is beauty but 
the truth which becomes visible. 

Auguste Rodin



The main advantages of the three-dimensional 3D mesh fabric are 
the superb ventilation and the insulation features, strength and 
durability. It is environmental, recyclable, antibacterial material, 
which allows free air circulation.

The orthopedic system MultiPocket provides the best 
support of the spinal column and the whole body with 
a number of ventilation channels which does not allow 
bacteria and microorganisms growth. The individually 
packaged springs work independently and delicately support 
the body by adapting to every movement during sleep.

The special design and the open-cell structure 
of BodyCare® foam provides excellent 
ventilation, perfect maintenance and optimal 
support for the body. 3D profiling is 100% 
waste-free and precise technology which 
forms elastic surfaces, even or separated in 
zones according to the specificity of the body. 
Massaging elements stir the upper skin layer 
and improve the blood circulation

Zeolite, added to the formula of the ZeoFoam®, is a 
porous mineral strong anti-oxidant and natural detoxifier 

which helps for excretion of the stored harmful radicals 
from the organism. Thanks to this ingredient ZeoFoam® 

does not cause sweating and because of this the skin 
feels comfortable and at rest. With its strong antibacterial 

features zeolite prevents the development of small 
microorganisms and at the same time improves the 

elasticity of the foam.

With its elasticity and breathing cell structure AquaMemory® 
foam adapts to the shape of the lying on the mattress body and 
provides perfect relaxation of the organism. The special design 
of the foam allows better ventilation, gentle maintenance and 
optimal support. AquaMemory® enfolds the body and the air-
filled cells form an air cushion in the inside of the mattress 
which provides excellent comfort during sleep.



Intelligent technology iSprings effectively responds 
to different pressure, ensuring better support where 
it is necessary, without the surface being too soft 
or too hard. iSprings allows the muscles to relax 
in their natural posture during sleep as the springs 
adjust instantaneously to the movement of the 
sleeping person.

Natural cotton wadding consists of 100% natural cotton 
fibers and offers the body a bouquet of sensations – gentle 
touching, warming embrace, natural caress. The softness 
and the freshness of the cotton contribute for the full 
relaxation and complete comfort.

The cinamon is one of 
the freshest herbs which 

soothes and refreshes, and its natural 
antibacterial features are widely used. 

BodyCare® foam with cinnamon is an innovative 
development requested by Bellanotte. It has a slight 
cinnamon flavoring and increased orthopedic effect.



 
Proportion, harmonic 
shape, innovative technology, 
functionality, natural materials, 
handmade – everything put 
together on this unique mattress. 
The miniature nanoSprings create 
the initial feeling of gentle touch and 
luxurious surface, and the multipocket 
technology ensures stable support 
where necessary.

 Masterly handmade 
 100% natural materials without foam
 Intelligent iSprings technology,  

 with 400 springs per square meter.
 Pure Belgian Linen
 Bulky wadding of 100% cotton

nanoSprings

multipocket

TECHNOLOGY  



Textile: quilted high quality fabric with pure Belgian linen
Structure: multipocket, nanosprings,  
natural cotton wadding, textile Linen Soft

iSprings
Bellissima



 
 

The ideal solution for 
connoisseurs of ergonomic 
comfort of the springs and those 
who appreciate classic mattress 
design. With core of multipocket, the 
most orthopedic ecologic and lasting 
system for sleep which ensures perfect 
support for the spinal column with 
near 1000 independent points of 
support and elegant layer memory 
foam for softness and gentle 
touch to the body.



Carezza

quilted case of high quality textile 
with pure Belgian linen

Core of 9-zone multipocket

3D profiled high resilience foam

Breathing 3D mesh fabric

Memory foam
body 
care

±26



Exquisite and innovative model, finished with a case of original 
Belgian textile, with extremely harmonic shape.  

The breathing 3D mesh fabric allows the free movement of the 
air in the core of the mattress and the profiled zones contribute 

for the maximum ventilation and the better maintenance 
and distribution of the body weight. Thanks to those better 

absorption of the moisture is achieved and an excellent 
thermal comfort is created.



quilted case of high quality 
textile with pure Belgian linen

Perla

body 
care

Core of BodyCare® foam

Memory foam

3D profiled high resilience foam

Breathing 3D mesh fabric
±22







 
 

 
An elegant model with 
splendid contemporary design 
made of combination of foams 
for perfect maintenance and 
optimal body support. Reversed 
double profile allows the body to 
“breathe” and the dynamic zoning 
provided by it ensures full comfort of 
the body in every position.  The upper 
layer is enriched with the innovative 
material AquaMemory®, for more 
tangible softness and comfort.



Portofino

body 
care

quilted high quality fabric  
with pure Belgian linen

AquaMemory® foam 
with cinnamon

Core of BodyCare® foam

Inner cotton case

3D profiled foam

±24



A real gem, inspired by the provincial south which promises 
a combination of different sensations. Following the modern 
trends the model ensures optimal support and good comfort. 
The core of HR foam achieves extreme orthopedic hardness 

and good support while the profiled soft layer gently massages 
the skin and thanks to the inert material Memory Foam no 

points of pressure and tension are created. 



quilted case of high quality textile 
with pure Belgian linen

Toscana

body 
care

AquaMemory® foam 

3D profiled foam

HR foam

Quilted case with AquaMemory® 
±18



 
 

With its clear silhouette the 
model is perfect addition to 
the bedroom suite. Designed 
with high quality ZeoFoam® with 
smooth and elegant surface this 
modern mattress involuntarily attracts 
and creates the impression of splendor 
and luxury. The soft side is solved with 
thermosensitive material – memory 
foam which follows the curves of the 
body and ensures support.



Melody

body 
care

Memory foam 

Core of ZeoFoam®

High resilience foam

Inner cotton case

quilted case of high quality textile 
with pure Belgian linen

±18



 
BodyCare® foam 

with cinnamon is innovative 
material especially selected to 
improve and enrich the sleep. The 
flavor of fresh cinnamon soothes 
and refreshes the mind and relaxes 
the body, and its natural antibacterial 
features make it desired supplement at 
home and in the bedroom. The specific cell 
structure of AquaMemory® allows the 
maintenance to be exactly as much as 
necessary and the pressure resistance 
is completely absent.



Cannella

body 
care

quilted case of high quality textile 
with pure Belgian linen

AquaMemory® foam 

BodyCare® foam 

Foil of BodyCare® foam with cinnamon

Breathing 3D mesh fabric
±21



 
 

The model provides 
perfect maintenance of 
the spinal column and real 
care for the body. The special 
3D profile enfolds the core and 
creates a natural dynamic zoning. The 
combination of channels in the specific 
cell structure of BodyCare® and the 
breathing 3D mesh fabric along the 
side make for one splendid air 
circulation and healthy sleep.



BioActive

guilted high quality fabric with  
probiotic covering ActiPro™

body 
care

BodyCare® foam 

3D profiles high 
resilience foam

Breathing 3D mesh fabric
±18



Zeolite – the stone of life, declared the mineral of the 20th century by the World Scientific Organization
– a powerful detoxifying tool, helping the protection against free radicals;
– absorbing properties against radioactive pollution and navy metals;
– It helps regulating the biochemical balance of the body;
– stabilises the immunity function;
– reduce the allergy symptoms;
– the only mineral, which helps to reduce profuse sweating.

 spirit  of n
ature 

zeolite & shungite



Mamma Mia
AquaMemory® foam in the quilted fabric, enriched with shungite powder.
Profiled BodyCare® foam, enriched with zeolite powder.
NanoSprings™ technology.
Effective support for the body.
High quality textile with pure linen Pure Belgian Linen.
Two-sided feeling of comfort and various levels of firmness.
Environmental technology.

±26

In Mamma Mia mattress you will find excellent and different solution for 
your sleep.
The AquaMemory® foam, enriched with shungite is embedded in the upper 
layer of the mattress in order to increase the impact on the body. Known 
as a stone-comforter, shungite absorbs the negative energies and restores 
the energy balance. It protects from harmful electromagnetic fields and 
geopathogenic zones.
The profiled BodyCare® foam, enriched with zeolite powder, helps in 
regulation of the biochemical balance of the body.
The established construction is a cutting edge in the world of mattresses 
and the best technologies in the production of polyurethane foam and 
springs are rooted in it: using of vacuum in the making of polyurethane and 
nanoSprings™ technology.



Ti Amo
AquaMemory® foam in the quilted fabric, enriched with shungite powder.
3D profiled BodyCare® foam, enriched with zeolite powder.
Elastic BodyCare® foam, enriched with zeolite powder.
Effective support for the body.
High quality textile with pure linen Pure Belgian Linen.
Two-sided feeling of comfort and various levels of firmness.
Environmental technology.

±23

The elastic BodyCare® foam in the core of the Ti Amo model secures perfect 
support for the spine. Enriched with zeolite powder, the foam protects the 
body from free radicals and sweating. The special 3D profile wraps the core 
and creates natural dynamic zoning of the mattress and maximum ventilation. 
The inverted profile of BodyCare takes the pressure and redistributes it with 
the help of tiny elastic hills which reacts even to the slightest movement. 
This means that you do not have to consider the mattress zones, but just the 
opposite- the zones themselves adjust to the position of body in bed.
AquaMemory® foam, enriched with shungite is embedded in the upper layer 
of the mattress zones in order to increase the impact on the body. Known as 
a stone-comforter, shungite absorbs negative energies and restores energy 
balance. It protects from harmful electromagnetic fields and geopathogenic 
zones.

body 
care



Perche No
AquaMemory® foam in the quilted fabric, enriched with shungite powder.
Elastic BodyCare® foam, enriched with zeolite powder.
Effective support for the body.
High quality textile with pure linen Pure Belgian Linen

Two-sided feeling of comfort and various levels of firmness.
Environmental technology.

±20

The elastic BodyCare® foam in the core of the Perke No model 
secures perfect support for the spine. Enriched with zeolite 
powder, the foam protects the body from free radicals and 
sweating. Zeolite helps for better comfort and relax.
AquaMemory® foam, enriched with shungite is embedded in the 
upper layer of the mattress zones in order to increase the impact 
on the body. Known as a stone-comforter, shungite absorbs 
negative energies and restores energy balance. It protects from 
harmful electromagnetic fields and geopathogenic zones.  

body 
care



 
AquaMemory 

Topper is the perfectly 
solution for real comfort. 
AquaMemory® foam is with 
unique formula which totally 
improves the sensation from 
the surface of the mattress – every 
movement is engulfed and the tension 
is evenly distributed as the body is 
left to enjoy the full recovering 
repose.



AquaMemory

core of AquaMemory® foam

Topper Bellanotte – a modern and elegant way 
to correct the feeling and the comfort of the 
mattress. As an additional layer it eliminates the 
residual tension and creates the perfect surface 
for a calm and healthy sleep.

quilted high quality fabric  
with pure Belgian linen

±6
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